SHSSAC Meeting Summary
Dec. 15, 2022

1. Introductions
2. Define purpose: Looking at the “how” (not “if” or “when’)
   a. Honor prior SHSSAC work
   b. Within current parameters (HS in 2nd tier, pending lights on Arnold Field)
   c. Review “Modified Reorder” (previously recommended) and analyze “Secondary Swap”
   d. Work to identify and analyze challenges with “Secondary Swap” (not done in previous work)
3. Secondary Swap Analysis
   a. Identify challenges together with a general discussion of probability, seriousness and mitigation options
4. Modified Re-order Analysis
   a. Looking at possible changes due to passage of time, pandemic, new school opening, etc.
   b. Review previously identified challenges and identify any new challenges together with general discussion of probability, seriousness and mitigation options
5. Complete “Exit Ticket” to share any additional feedback not captured